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Let It Roll

A Better Way to Forecast and Budget

T

wo core exercises lie at the heart
of almost every business’ financial
planning activities: forecasting and
budgeting. Given their importance,
it’s surprising how little effort many
companies put into trying to make
their forecasts and budgets as accu
rate as possible.
In fact, the traditional forecasting
and budgeting process is designed in
such a way that inaccuracies are prac
tically inevitable. Various department
heads are tasked with making spend
ing and revenue projections for the
next year, which are often little more
than educated guesses.
But the worst part is that, once
they’re made, these projections are
usually cast in stone. Everyone is held
accountable for “hitting their num
bers,” regardless of how the underly
ing assumptions may have changed
since the projections were first made.
This static, inflexible process can lead
not only to frustrated employees who
are being held to unrealistic goals and
quotas, but also to outdated and inac
curate financial information that leads
to faulty — and sometimes costly —
business decisions.

A More Flexible Approach
There’s a better approach to forecast
ing and budgeting that allows for flexi
bility to accommodate the inevitable
changes that occur in assumptions
after they’ve been made. Known as
rolling forecasting and budgeting, this

process allows for regular updating of
forecasts and budgets based on what’s
really happening in your business
right now.
The idea is simple: Instead of creat
ing an inflexible annual budget that
can’t be modified until next year, you’ll
create a flexible budget that can be
updated throughout the year based on
new forecasts. This rolling forecasting
and budgeting process usually takes
place on a quarterly basis, with new
forecasts made for the next quarter
based on the most recent quarter’s
actual results. The original budget is
then adjusted to reflect the new reali
ties that are occurring in your business
at this point in time.
Consider the benefits of adopting a
more flexible approach to your fore
casting and budgeting process:
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Next-Gen Leadership:
Be a Mentor-Leader

• More

accurate and current financial
information.
• Greater

flexibility to adapt to busi
ness and marketplace changes.
• Less

guesswork and more certainty
on the part of managers and depart
ment heads when making projections.
• E
limination of wasteful “use it or lose
it” budgeting and spending processes.
• B
etter overall business decisionmaking.

Switching Is a Process
Making the switch from traditional to
rolling forecasting and budgeting is
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How to Grow Your
Business Smart

Continued on page 3
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Family Business
Marketing Tips

Word to the Wise

Job #1: Creating the Next Generation of Leadership
Encourage Learning
In addition to consciously creating
opportunities to practice leadership,
it’s also wise to create opportunities
for specific learning. This may include
an advanced degree, such as an MBA,
or advanced technical certifications
specific to your industry.

Unless you encourage and
teach young executives,
they’ll likely be unprepared
for the next tier of leadership,
which in turn makes your
eventual exit problematic.

W

hen you consider retirement,
does it make you tingle with
anticipation, thinking ahead to the
freedom you’ll have to enjoy all the
fruits of your labor? Or does it make
you break out in a cold sweat, afraid
that you’ll be bored and your com
pany will immediately fail without
your daily presence?

In addition to consciously
creating opportunities to
practice leadership, it’s also
wise to create opportunities
for specific learning.
For vibrant baby boomer business
owners, the idea of retirement is
often a mixed bag. So here’s a way to
ease into it: Switch your focus for a
moment and instead of planning your
own future, plan for the future of your
company. With this perspective, one
thing becomes crystal clear — you
must prepare the next generation
of leadership.

Redefine Roles
Consider the frustrations of many
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dynamic young executives. They’re
smart and ambitious, and often they’re
champing at the bit, anxious to take
on more responsibilities. But unless
you encourage and teach them, they’ll
likely be unprepared for the next tier
of leadership, which in turn makes
your eventual exit problematic.
Now is the time to foster their entre
preneurial spirit. Redefine your role
to be one of mentor-leader instead of
boss-leader. A mentor-leader shares
knowledge, and challenges and moti
vates others. Mentor-leaders also rec
ognize their mentees’ skills and talents
to help build on them. A mentor-leader
works with mentees to help them
grow into leadership.
This means shifting from the men
tee feeling that he or she is working
“for” you to working “with” you. On
a practical level, it means inviting the
mentee to participate in meetings and
conversations to watch you work. It
includes introducing key vendors and
suppliers and explaining the nuances
of those relationships, as well as giv
ing young executives the opportunity
to make important decisions, lead
big projects and, yes, even fail a time
or two.

Encouraging young leaders to
become involved in your trade associa
tion is often a good first step. Exposing
them to what others in your industry
are thinking and talking about is a
good way to open the door to further
learning via symposia, conferences or
meetings. Deeper involvement, such as
joining a committee, participating in a
roundtable or taking on an association
leadership role, builds industry rela
tionships and knowledge.
This type of involvement is often
“contagious” within the company.
As more of your employees become
involved in learning communities,
your business benefits not only by
the knowledge being brought back to
the company, but also by increased
visibility and a reputation as thought
leaders in the industry.
Of course, building the next gener
ation of leaders allows you to relax
a little, knowing that your company
will be in good hands when the time
comes for you to work less. With your
company poised for success, consid
ering your own future becomes an
easier, less stressful exercise. n
We are invested in the future of your company. Contact us today to discuss leadership and exit planning.

Growth Strategies

Growing Your Business the Smart Way

“G

row or die.” This philosophy
has been adopted by many
business owners, consultants and
pundits over the years to summarize
the belief that if a business isn’t
growing, it’s declining — and will
eventually fail.
Whether this is always true is
probably debatable. But given the
choice between growth and business
stagnation or decline, most owners
will choose growth. In fact, growing is
a primary goal of many, if not most,
for-profit businesses. But there’s a
big difference between growing for
growth’s sake and growing a busi
ness strategically.
Business growth, and rapid growth
in particular, can lead to as many potential problems and challenges as
decline. This is especially true with
regard to the strain it can put on a
company’s cash flow. That’s why
smart business owners will take the
time to devise a strategic approach to
growth that anticipates and plans for
cash flow and the other challenges
that can accompany business growth.

Investing in Growth Initiatives
One of the biggest pitfalls such a plan
can help you avoid is falling into the
trap of making growth decisions based
on business conditions today without
regard to foreseeable future demands
on the business. For example, when

business is going well and companies
are flush with cash, owners sometimes
see this as an opportunity to invest
some of this cash into growth initia
tives, such as opening a new office,
developing a new product line or
acquiring another business.
But are there investments that
should be made in the existing busi
ness first? For instance, maybe the
company has fallen behind the tech
nological curve and would be better
served investing excess capital into
new computer systems or cuttingedge equipment. Or maybe it has
neglected or deferred maintenance
and needs to invest in repairs and
upkeep of its existing facilities and
equipment. Or maybe a sales hire
would drive geographic growth of
the existing business.
Another major pitfall is not antici
pating the effect that growth will
have on future cash flow. To grow,
businesses usually need an abundance
of capital to support, for example, a
corresponding increase in inventory
and accounts receivable. A lack of
cash flow is one of the main causes of
failure for companies that try to grow
too fast without planning ahead for
the financial implications of growth.
The point: There will be long-term
implications to the decisions made
today about growth for your company.
Your strategic growth plan should try

Funding Growth
Business growth can usually be funded in one of two ways:

1) Owner’s equity — This consists mainly of retained earnings in the business
and the owner’s personal funds outside of the business. However, business
owners often don’t have sufficient equity to fund a significant growth initiative,
in which case outside financing must be sought.

to anticipate them and minimize their
impact as much as possible.

Is Growth Worth the Risk?
There’s no question that risk is involved
when embarking on a plan to grow your
business. So, is growth worth the risk?
For many business owners, the
answer is yes. Putting dramatic slo
gans like “grow or die” aside, growth
is almost always preferable to the alter
natives. Not only is it one measuring
stick of business success, but it can
also lead to increased compensation
and net worth for the owners of closely
held businesses.
The key is to grow smart. Creating
a strategic growth plan is one of the
best ways to assure smart growth —
and avoid some of the pitfalls that often
accompany growing a business. n

Flexible Forecasting
and Budgeting
Continued from page 1

usually a process, not a one-time event.
To help the transition go smoothly, be
sure to clearly explain to employees
not only how the new rolling forecast
ing and budgeting process will work,
but why the change is being made and
how it will benefit everyone.
It’s also important to update your
forecasts and budget consistently and
at the same intervals (e.g., quarterly),
using the same processes and tools
each time. You will probably need to
tweak your internal reporting systems
to generate the necessary data, if not
create new systems altogether. In
particular, look at software programs
that can help automate the forecast
ing process. n

2) Outside financing — This takes the form of debt or equity. Debt is simply a
business loan that must be repaid with interest, while equity is the sale of ownership shares in the company. Debt is usually preferable to equity if a loan can
be acquired at favorable terms because it doesn’t dilute the existing principals’
ownership shares. n

Please give us a call if you have more
questions about rolling forecasting and
budgeting, or need help switching to
this new process.
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Marketing Basics for Family Businesses

F

or many operations-oriented
business owners, marketing is a
mystery. It seems difficult to get right
and impossible to measure. But for
most companies, marketing is essen
tial — to grow the business and to pro
mote its unique place in the industry.
Here are some things to consider
when marketing your family business:
• Know your competition. How does
your company measure up? To stay cur
rent in the industry and relevant to your
customers, you need to know your
competitors’ capabilities and how they
position themselves in the marketplace.
• Know your customers. What do your
customers value? Why do they do busi
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ness with you? By knowing who your
customers are and what they want, you
can market in a more targeted way,
approaching prospects who “look” like
your current customers demographically.
• Promote your strengths. What does
your company do particularly well? You
may have a unique product or service,
or perhaps your business is the fast
est, the friendliest or the first. Identify
ing and promoting your unique selling
proposition (or USP) is key to distin
guishing yourself in the marketplace.
• Be yourself. Present your company
authentically — don’t try to elevate your
brand with puffery. For example, if you
are a smaller player in your industry,

embrace that position. To many pros
pects, “small” is a good thing. It means
personal service from an innovative,
nimble company.
• Play the family card. From progres
sive start-ups to giants like Ford and
Walmart, family businesses have always
played an essential role in American
commerce. In fact, the top 10 family
businesses in the U.S. today collectively
generate $1 trillion in revenue, accord
ing to Family Business magazine.
Remember, “family” is a positive.
If your name is on the door, your cus
tomers and prospects know that you
are accountable for the company’s
performance. n

This publication is distributed with the understanding that the author, publisher, and distributor are not rendering legal, accounting, tax, or
other professional advice or opinions on specific facts or matters and, accordingly, assume no liability whatsoever in connection with its use. The
information in this publication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that
may be imposed under the Internal Revenue Code or applicable state or local tax law provisions or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to
another party any transaction or matter addressed in this publication. © 2014
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